SimTech Wins $190 Million Analysis and Engineering Task Order

Huntsville, AL, March 5, 2018 – Simulation Technologies, Inc. (SimTech) is pleased to announce it was awarded a five year, $190M ceiling, Analysis and Engineering Task Order to provide engineering services to the U.S. Army Aviation and Missile Research, Development and Engineering Center (AMRDEC) Systems Simulation and Development Directorate (SSDD). SimTech and its 24 teammates will provide support to S3I hardware-in-the-loop simulation facilities for missile performance evaluations.

“S3I serves a vital role in providing high fidelity life cycle, modeling and simulation for aviation and missile weapon systems for the Army and other DoD agencies. SimTech is pleased to have been selected to help S3I continue that mission,” SimTech CEO Annie Saylor said.

SimTech is a Huntsville-founded small business that this year celebrates a 35-year history of providing quality engineering and technical solutions to the U.S. Army.

"U.S. Army Aviation and Missile Research, Development, and Engineering Center provides increased responsiveness to the nation's Warfighters through aviation and missile capabilities and life cycle engineering solutions."